Objective: The keyword-based entity search restricts search space based on the preference of search. When given keywords and preferences are not related to the same biomedical topic, existing biomedical Linked Data search engines fail to deliver satisfactory results. This research aims to tackle this issue by supporting an inter-topic search-improving search with inputs, keywords and preferences, under different topics. Methods: This study developed an effective algorithm in which the relations between biomedical entities were used in tandem with a keyword-based entity search, Siren. The algorithm, PERank, which is an adaptation of Personalized PageRank (PPR), uses a pair of input: (1) search preferences, and (2) entities from a keyword-based entity search with a keyword query, to formalize the search results on-the-fly based on the index of the precomputed Individual Personalized PageRank Vectors (IPPVs). Results: Our experiments were performed over ten linked life datasets for two query sets, one with keywordpreference topic correspondence (intra-topic search), and the other without (inter-topic search). The experiments showed that the proposed method achieved better search results, for example a 14% increase in precision for the inter-topic search than the baseline keyword-based search engine. Conclusion: The proposed method improved the keyword-based biomedical entity search by supporting the intertopic search without affecting the intra-topic search based on the relations between different entities.
Introduction
As biomedical data increases, Resource Description Framework (RDF) (http://www.w3.org/RDF/) has been adopted as the standard data format in Linked Data for interconnection, integration, and reuse of published biomedical data [1] . Biomedical Linked Data has now garnered more than 10 billion links (http://linkedlifedata.com/sources. html) connecting entities in diverse topics, including medicine, drug, symptom, gene, and others.
The keyword-based search, also known as text-based search, adapts the existing information retrieval models to provide scalable indexing capabilities as well as a user-friendly experience for an entity search [2, 3] . With a set of keywords as the input query, retrieved entities are sorted with a descending order of the relevancy, while excluding the need to understand the schema of data [2] . The relevancy is computed with two types of models [4, 5] : (1) query-dependent models, such as Siren [6] , RareRank [7] , ObjectRank [8] ; and (2) query-independent models, such as ReCibRabk [9] , Swoogle [10] . In order to provide better results, two methods are used in general for: (1) query expansions, and (2) filters in advanced search. Query expansion tends to retrieve more research results by enriching the keyword query with expansions, which are the related term(s) (e.g., synonym, hypernym) based on knowledge-bases [11] or Web of document [12] , statistical related entities based on co-occurrence [13] , or the preferences [14] . Filters use additional input, e.g., search preferences, to narrow down the search space to specific topics to retrieve more precise results. This strategy works for the intra-topic search in which the topics pertaining to the query keywords correspond with the search preference (e.g., searching drugs by name), however it provides dissatisfactory results when the topics are somewhat related but disparate.
Consider the example shown in Fig. 1 : when attempting to find information on "drugs" (denoting the preference of search) for the disease "renal tubular acidosis" (the keyword query), the system will restrict the search space into the entities belonging to the designated preferred topic (i.e., drugs) and search for the entities that contain keywords in their descriptions. As a result, the unrelated drugs "aminohippurate", "torasemide", and "acyclovir" are returned by a keyword-based entity search engine, Linked Life Data (http://linkedlifedata.com/search/quick). In this search, the topics are used to narrow down the data spaces, and only the is_A relation is used in the search while other relations between topics are ignored. Therefore, keywords associated with a search preference that inherently requires the use of cross-topic links are not best dealt with by such keyword-based search systems. A system that can search the entities by considering (1) the keywords related to the entity, and (2) the preference related to the class (topic) of the entity, needs to be studied.
To improve the existing biomedical entity search method for strengthening the ability of tackling the inter-topic search, this paper introduces PERank (https://github.com/zongnansu1982/PERankComputation) that uses the preference of search to trace the semantic meanings of the links to obtain more precise results. PERank adapts Personalized PageRank (PPR) to compute ranking scores of entities based on a pair of input: (1) a preference of search, and (2) entities returned from an entity search system with a keyword query, such as Siren (http://rdelbru.github.io/SIREn/). PERank refactors PPR with, (1) a customized transition matrix based on the classes and predicates in the schema graph, and (2) a personalized vector based on the entities in the data graph, to generate the Individual Personalized PageRank Vectors (IPPVs), which will be used to calculate a ranking score for each pair of input. PERank was tested with 10 linked life datasets and compared with the baseline search methods in light of various entity search strategies, including query expansion, class and predicate filters. The experiments demonstrate that the entities related to both the keyword and preference can be successfully retrieved by PERank, especially for intertopic search. For example, in searching "diseases" (preference) that can be treated with "ethinamate" (keyword query), PERank returns two kinds of diseases: "renal tubular acidosis" and "acidosis-osteopetrosis syndrome" (shown in Appendix B), while other methods cannot return related ones. PERank improves the search (e.g., a 14% increase in precision compared to the baseline keyword-based search engine) when the topics of the keywords and preference do not correspond with each other.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we introduce the related works of this study. We present the basic idea of PERank in Section 3, and describe the computation of PERank with mathematical definitions in Sections 4. In Section 5, we present our experiment results. Finally, we discuss the limitations and conclude our work in Section 6 and 7.
Related works
Entity search, which finds the entities containing a given query in the properties, has been studied for years. Many biomedical platforms provide SPARQL endpoints to search over the data, such as EBI [15] , Uniprot [16] , Medical Subject Headings (Mesh) (https://id.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/ query), NCBI2RDF [17] , Big Linked Cancer Data [18] , Biotea [19] . However, the limitation of triple store and SPARQL query in indexing scalability and the query formalization has driven Information Retrieval approaches to deal with entity search over the past few years [2] . In contrast to the triple store, keyword-based approaches store all the triples about one entity as an RDF document, such as the star-shaped document [6, 20] , and return it as a representation of the entity [2] . The similarity between the document and the keywords is calculated by different IR models, such as Vector Space Model (VSM) [6] and the probabilistic model BM25F [2, 21] . Based on these models, there are a few applications to search entities in general domains. Siren [6] , one of the most popular entity search frameworks, adapts TF/IDF [22] to search Linked Data based on the framework of Lucene (http://lucene.apache.org/) and offers a good compromise between query expressiveness, query processing, and index maintenance. Similarly, Falcons [23] , Swoogle [10] , and SWSE [9] search Linked Data based on VSM with virtual documents, but sort retrieved entities with different methods. Falcons adapts as the combination of query relevancy and entity popularity, and Swoogle and SWSE adapt variants of PageRank (PR) for ranking. Several studies [2, 21] implemented the BM25F retrieval model and reported good results. In the biomedical domain, Linked Life Data (http://linkedlifedata.com/) and Bio2RDF [24] generate linked datasets based on existing biomedical repositories and provide keyword-based search over biomedical entities. These methods focus on searching Linked Data with a keyword query and use preferences as a filter to narrow down the search space. The semantic relations between the preference and keywords, except for is_A, are ignored in these methods. Based on the keyword-based search, this study proposes PERank, a variant of PPR, to improve search by exploring the semantic relations between the entities to support an inter-topic search with a given preference. PPR originates from the PR algorithm [25] , which allows the PR score to be biased towards specific topics. By using the non-uniform personalized vectors (where there are 16 topics in Open Directory Project), Topic Sensitive PageRank (TSPR) teleports more authority to the webpages belonging to a designated topic to increase the importance of these pages for searching the information in such topic [26] . Similarly, the pages can receive the customized rankings based on the "blocks" formed by the same hosts [27] . ObjectRank is the first study that tries to apply PPR to entity-relationship (ER) graph search [8] . There are two notable differences between ObjectRank and the traditional PPR. Firstly, ObjectRank takes predicates for teleporting the authorities into consideration by predefining the weights of links. Secondly, ObjectRank changes the role of the personalization vector from ranking to search. The topics are replaced with query entities, and the schema is weighted to form an ER graph in ObjectRank and its variations [28] [29] [30] [31] .
Similar to ObjectRank, the retrieved entities are used as the query vector to populate the personalized vector for an extended search. However, instead of using a monotonous probability transition matrix based on a predefined weighted graph, PERank populates the transition matrix based on the preference. For this purpose, PERank disassembles a whole graph into unit graphs that are created with classes or predicates to allow the user to obtain a customized ranking based on the preference. PERank exploits abundant links, especially in biomedical data, to retrieve related entities that cannot be obtained with the traditional text-based advanced entity search. To the best knowledge of the authors, PERank is the first method that improves text-based entity search by supporting the inter-topic search.
Inter-topic search based on PERank
Given a collection of linked datasets, an entity search returns the entities related to a keyword query and a search preference. The linked data consists of a set of entities E ¼ fe 1 ; e 2 ; …; e m g and a set of links L ¼ fl 1 ; l 2 ; …; l n g that connect the entities. It should be noted that since we are searching entities, only the instances in Assertion Box (A-Box), containing extensional knowledge and assertions about individuals (instances) [32] , are considered as entities in this paper. For example, with the A-Box of DBpedia Ontology, it can be learned that "DBpedia:Upper_trunk" is an instance of "DBpediaOntology:Nerve", and thus "DBpedia:Upper_trunk" is considered as an entity. The entities belong to a set of classes C ¼ fc 1 ; c 2 ; …; c d g and the links belong to a set of predicates (properties) P ¼ fp 1 ; p 2 ; …; p f g. For example, Fig. 2 (a) has six entities fe 1 ; e 2 ; …; e 6 g connected by ten links fl 1 ; l 2 ; …; l 10 g. The entities belong to four classes in Fig. 2(b) , such as the entity e 1 "Ethinamate" belonging to the class c 1 "Drugs". The links belong to the ten predicates used to connect the classes in Fig. 2(b) , such as the link l 2 belonging to the predicate p 1 "possibleDiseaseTarget".
Text-based entity search indexes all the triples about an entity with different fields and returns the entity if the fields contain the query keywords [20] . For example, besides the triples for the entity "renal tubular acidosis" indexed in a mainly searched filed, a field named "class" with the value "disease" is also indexed for this entity. These fields are used as filters to restrict the search space related to the preference. In this same example, a search can be restricted in "disease" by searching the filed "class" with the preference "disease". Instead of using these preferences as filters, PERank uses the links between the different entities that fit search preferences to tackle the inter-topic search scenarios, in which the topic related to the searched entities differs from the one related to the preference. For example, searching with the keywords "renal tubular acidosis" and the preference "drugs" to find the drugs to treat the disease "renal tubular acidosis" is considered as an inter-topic search.
Framework
Given a keyword query, PERank uses a set of entities retrieved from a keyword-based entity search engine to search the data with the help of the preference. Fig. 3 shows the graphical framework description of PERank, which consists of three parts: (1) query formulation, (2) search score formulation, and (3) Individual Personalized PageRank Vectors (IPPVs) computation and index, where the first two parts are on-line computations and the last part is off-line computation. During the online computation, a set of entity scores for each entity called IPPV is generated by the classes and predicates. These scores are used to form a ranking score in part 3 (i.e., search score formulation) with a query vector created in part 1 (i.e., query formulation) on-line.
Query formulation
In this phase, a query vector consisting of a pair of vectors, preference vector and query entity vector, used to feed PERank, are created. A search preference is a set of terms T ¼ ft 1 ; t 2 ; …; t k g that represents the search intention of a user. T is converted into a preference vector p ! in PERank. In practice, a preference can affect the authorities to flow to the entities in an RDF graph by two factors: class and predicate. Therefore, p ! is organized based on a class vector cp ! or a predicate vector pp ! , where each entry is computed with the following equations if cp i or pp i contains t j :
where CP or PP is a set of classes or predicates containing t j . For example in Fig. 2 , given a preference T ¼ ft 1 : "drug"g, one class "Drugs" and two predicates "possibleDrug" and "drugReference" contain the preference. Therefore, we can obtain cp ! ¼ ½1; 0; 0; 0 and pp ! ¼ ½0; 0:5; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0:5; 0; 0. A query entity vector is an entity vector qe ! ¼ ½qe
QE is a set of entities returned from an entity search with the keywords. For example, searching the entities related to the keyword "acidosis" in the data graph (shown in Fig. 2 (a) ), QE will be returned as a set of entities fe 2 ; e 3 g. And we can obtain the query entity qe ! ¼ ½0; 0:5; 0:5; 0; 0; 0.
Search score formulation
During the on-line computation, the query entity vector and preference vector are used as a pair of input to search IPPV scores and form a ranking score for all the entities in Algorithm 1. The query entities are obtained from the search engine using the keyword query (line 1) and then converted into the query entity vector (line 2). The preference is converted into a class vector ( cp ! ) or a predicate vector pp ! (lines 3-4).
Then, PERank uses cp ! or pp ! to get ranking scores from IPPVs (lines 4-12), and returns the sorted entities with the scores. The IPPVs are computed offline and will be introduced in the next section. Please note that, different from the top to bottom execution order of Algorithm 1, we introduce how the IPPVs are computed and used to form the PERank score (bottom to top). Algorithm 1 PERank query execution algorithm.
Computing PERank ranking scores based on IPPVs
In order to compute a ranking score with a pair of input, preference vector p ! and query entity vector qe ! , PERank adapts PPR, which populates a transition matrix with the preference vector and populates a distribution vector with the query entity vector. In order to handle the complexity of RDF graphs, a PERank score is assembled with Individual Personalized PageRank Vector scores (IPPVs) online. Fig. 4 shows an example of the computation of IPPVs that are demonstrated with a matrix, where each rows is a unit transition matrix populated by tracing a class in Fig. 2(b) , and a column is an entity in Fig. 2(a) . Therefore, for each pair of class and entity, an IPPV is computed and indexed. When a search job is initiated, the IPPVs in the gray boxes will be used to form a PERank ranking score for a query vector, which is generated indirectly from the keyword "acidosis" and directly from the preference "drug" and "diseases". An IPPV score is a PPR score calculated with an m dimensional unit query vector qe ! i where only the i th element of qe ! i is one and a unit 
where d is the damping factor. IPPVð:; :Þ kþ1 is the vector of scores at ðkþ 1Þ th iteration. 
Based on the Linear Combination Theorem [33] , a PERank score can be formed with PPVs:
where qe ! ¼ w 1 qe ! 1 þ ; …; þ w i qe ! i , and w i is the weight of a unit query entity vector qe ! j . The weights w j and w i are the correspondence values of the query vector qe ! and the preference vector in p ! .
Given a linked dataset with m entities, n links, d classes and f predicates, the fully PPR computes every possible combination of personalization vectors and needs 2 m times of a standard PPV computation. With the Linear Combination Theorem, the cost of the fully PPR decreases into m times of a standard PPV computation. PERank simultaneously calculates a score with a query vector and a preference vector based on the linear combination with PPVs, each of which is linearly combined with IPPVs. IPPV calculates a score vector with a unit query vector and a unit preference vector, and the cost of an IPPV equals with the cost of a standard PPV computation. An individual PPV in PERank covers all the unit preference vectors (unit class preference vectors and unit predicate preference vectors) and costs dþ f times of a standard PPV computation. Therefore, covering all the combinations of the preference vectors and the query vectors costs mðdþ f Þ times of a standard PPV computation (or ðdþ f Þ times of a standard PPR computation) in PERank.
Experiment
To evaluate PERank, we implemented PERank with JAVA_1.8 as shown in Fig. 5 based on a representative keyword-based entity search engine, Siren; we consider Siren as the baseline method. In the implemented system, keywords are entered in the search box. The topic and link boxes are used to catch the preference on classes or predicates. The results will be demonstrated literally and graphically. As the graphical representation for a search in Fig. 5 shows, searching the keyword "DB01259" (center node) obtains five entities (on the second circle) with the preference "drug" (on the first circle). Our experiment is divided into three parts: (1) evaluation of the performance of IPPV computation, (2) comparison of the search results (effectiveness) of PERank with the different search strategies of Siren, (3) comparison of the effectiveness of PERank with the classic PPR algorithms (TSPR [27] and ObjectRank [8] ). All results can be found at (https://github.com/zongnansu1982/PERankComputation/tree/ master/results). A pair of keyword query and preference was utilized as an input query in each search task. We randomly selected 20 names of diseases and drugs, and considered them as the keyword queries. The two topics, diseases and drugs, were used as the preference of search. All the combinations of the keyword queries and preferences pairs were generated for the intra-and inter-topic search tasks (shown in Appendix A).
Data and query sets

Criteria for evaluation
To evaluate the quality of results from the keyword based entity search, we used precision that counted the number of retuned entities both related with keyword and preference [34] . For those returned entities that were related to the keyword but not related to the preference, we used the validness to measure them.
Given keywords q and a preference p, the precision of the top K returns (P@k) was defined as: Pðq; pÞ k ¼ # returned entiteis both related to q and p k
Given keywords q and a preference p, the validness of the top K returns (V@k) was defined as: Vðq; pÞ k ¼ # returned entiteis related to q but not to p k
It should be noted that k was set to be a fixed number in P@k and V@k. A search result with high precision (indicating high percentage of returned entities being related to both keyword query and preference) was considered as a good result. Compared to precision, high validness (indicating high percentage of entities only relating to the keyword) was still considered as an acceptable result, since, if the entities were keyword related, the true related results could be found via tracing the links when the user browses the information of the entity. We have invited two medical Ph.D. students to evaluate the search results. They made correct annotations with 100% percent confidence with their knowledge or with the assistance of the third-party resources, such as PubMed (https://www. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/) and Up To Date (https://www.uptodate. com/login). Any uncertainty while annotating required the annotators to engage in discussion to reach consensus. The top 20 returned entities were manually checked for 40 searches of each task in the experiment.
Performance of IPPV computation
We computed the IPPVs for the 25,154 entities returned from Siren with the 20 keyword queries. The computation was conducted on a 2Â Intel Xeon E5-2630 V4 processor (20 MB Cache, 2.2 GHZ) with a 128 GB memory running the Ubuntu 16.04 64-bit operating system. The IPPVs were separately computed for the 50 classes and 94 predicates that could be used as the preferences in the schema with Finger Prints [33] . This ranged from 100, 200, 400, 500, 600, 800 and 1000 steps respectively, and the performance is shown in Fig. 6 . The time of IPPV computations for the retuned entities on each class or predicate fluctuated a little, which proved that the whole computation time linearly increased along with the growing number of properties and classes. The time for each IPPV was also related to the number of steps of the random walk performed, and also linearly increased along with the growing of the steps.
Comparing PERank with Siren entity search strategies
In order to evaluate the search results of PERank, we designed three search strategies of Siren in the comparison: (1) query expansion that combined keywords with preference [35] , (2) preference used as class filter, (3) preference used as predicate filter. Corresponding with (2) and (3), we used two kinds of PERank: (1) PERank Class and PERank Predicate.
The P@k and V@k were measured, where k ¼ 5; 10; 20. A sample of the intra-and inter-topic search in top 5 that returns of the keyword "ethinamate" with the preferences "drug" and "disease" is shown in Appendix B, and the evaluation results are presented in Fig. 7 . Please note that the value "NULL" in the appendix means empty. As the figure shows, searching with the preferences in general improves the inter-topic search, and only the query expansion and PERank improve the intra-topic search. Under the same circumstance, the class and predicate filters cannot improve the intra-topic search, but rather hinder the inter-topic search since they search the keyword related entities specific to those classes or predicates related to the preference (refer to some returns that are null in Appendix B). This indicates that the preferences should perhaps only be used as the filters for intra-topic search [36] . PERank performs better than the other preference processing strategies in two kinds of search. PERank significantly increases the precision from 3.5% to 17.75% for PERank Class, 17.5% for PERank Predicate, validness from 4% to 28.85% for PERank Class and 25.51% for PERank Predicate in the inter-topic search. PERank, while improving the precision of the baseline from 41.5% to 50.5% for PERank Class and 65.25% for PERank Predicate, performs almost the same as the query expansion method that improves the precision of the baseline from 41.5% to 54.75% for the intra-topic search.
Comparing PERank with PPR algorithm
In this task, PERank class and predicate were compared with two PPR variations, TSPR and ObjectRank. In TSPR computation, an m-dimensional PPR vector p ! i for each class was used to bias TSPR scores for the entities belonging to the class. In p ! i , each entry p j ¼ 1 jcij if p j was an instance of c i , otherwise p j ¼ 0, where jc i j was the cardinality of the instance set of c i . Given a pair of input, keyword query and preference, the entities that were retrieved by Siren were sorted by the TSPR score based on the preference. In ObjectRank computation, a unit score vector was computed with an m dimensional unit PPR vector qe ! i and the probability transition matrix, where 80% of the weight was assigned to the predicates contained the preferences and the remaining 20% was equally distributed to other predicates. Given the input query, an ObjectRank score vector was dynamically generated by the linear combination of the unit score vectors for the entities retrieved by Siren.
In Appendices C and D, we show two samples of the search results in this task. In general, PERank performs better than both TSPR and ObjectRank in the intra and inter-topic searches.
As Fig. 8 shows, compared with TSPR, PERank Class improves precision and validness dramatically: from 14.75% to 50.5% on precision and 55.25%-76.22% on validness in the intra-topic search; from 7.75% to 17.75% on precision and 14.5%-28.85% on validness in the intertopic search. The ranking strategy used in TSPR is less effective than PERank, because the results cannot be improved if all the entities returned from Siren are irrelevant. Different with TSPR, PERank uses returned entities to further search the related entities with links, which reduces the error entities from Siren. Fig. 8 also shows that PERank Predicate outperforms ObjectRank: from 53.25% to 65.25% on precision and 56.46%-78.10% on validness in the intra-topic search; from 2.25% to 17.5% on precision and 4.88%-25.51% on validness in the inter-topic search. PERank customizes the weights of links corresponding to the preference, which flexibly teleports authorities toward the entities related to the preference. ObjectRank predefines the weights in the schema graph, which has to divvy a small portion of the authorities to preference-irrelevant entities.
Discussion
This study proposed a method to target inter-topic search for keyword-based entity search based on heterogeneous relationships in Linked Data. Even though there exists benchmarks and gold standards for testing entity search, such as Billion Triple Challenge (BTC) (http:// challenge.semanticweb.org/), these benchmarks cannot be used in our evaluation since they only consider the relevancy between the query and entities. The preference, user search intentions, is not considered in these entity search challenges. Therefore, we conduct our experiments based on ten biomedical linked datasets and evaluated intra-and inter-topic search with two criteria: precision and validness at top k, based on the manually annotated entities. Since the data space in the experiment is limited, compared to the current size of biomedical Linked Data, the evaluation is not comprehensive from two aspects, (1) queries are randomly generated, instead of using practical search cases, (2) criteria, such as Recall and F-measure, cannot be applied to provide tangible results. Therefore, building a new benchmark and gold standard for advanced biomedical entity search, where a keyword query and a preference are used as a pair of input, is considered as our future work.
PERank costs mðdþ f Þ times of a standard PPV computation to cover all the combinations of the preference vectors and the query vectors. There are scaling PPV computation methods, such as DrunkardMob [37] , that can dramatically decrease the computation time. These methods can be applied for PERank to improve the performance. Another direction of our future work is to conduct PERank computations on-the-fly. With the entities retrieved from an entity search platform, a local network can be constructed based on these entities to train PERank. Therefore, without relying on the pre-indexed datasets, this variant can be used as a plugin for entity search in practice.
Conclusions
Search preferences are used as filters in the advanced keyword-based entity search that ignores relations in Linked Data. The preferences are used to restrict search space, which produces poor results for the intertopic search. In this paper, we have introduced PERank that enhanced entity search by utilizing the relations resident in Linked Data. PERank draws upon an existing keyword-based entity search engine, and uses the returned entities and preferences to improve the search. We tested PERank with a set of linked life data and have compared it with the Sirenbased search strategies and the existing PPR methods in light of effectiveness. The experiment has demonstrated that PERank returns more promising ranked entities in advanced search. 
